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Problem: Communication of
Cyber Information
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• Why?

– Technical jargon
– Lack (or bloat) of tools
– Manual work to convey information
– Quantity and time-scale of data
– Impact and effects on daily operations
Priority level of alerts
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How can we maintain ongoing operations?
What could happen if a critical system is impacted?
What are the most critical systems at risk of attack?
What cyber resources will be needed in the future?
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Key Questions

• Does this attack matter?
• How serious is the attack?
• What do I do about the attack?
• Are there any negative effects?

• What did the bad guys do/take?
• Is it a good day on the network?
• How is my network different
• from last week?

Treemap view by country; hexagons are
cities and states, sized by number of
alerts; reports are shown as red circles
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Key Questions

• Does this attack matter?
• How serious is the attack?
• What do I do about the attack?
• Are there any negative effects?

• How successful was the attack?
• What did the bad guys do?
• What did the bad guys take?
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Key Questions

• What does my network look like?
• What happened on the network
• last night? What’s different?
• Is something bad happening?

• How was my network attacked?
• Who is attacking my network?
• Does this attack matter?
• What did the bad guys do?

Scenarios
Scenarios aided us to build our
prototype for crafting stories
• Status: daily status of operations

– “Green” status: non-critical updates; scheduled maintenance
– “Red” status: critical vulnerabilities; hardware/software failures

• Event: report of an attacker that downloaded information
• Trend: detecting correlated events from other reports or alerts

Report summary: dates,
location, & incident details
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